
NATIONAL LEAGUE UPDATE #3 - Eastern Suburbs and the National League.

Dear Club member,

In my last update (#2) I outlined our National Youth League eligibility criteria, which focuses on a ‘local’ or Eastern 
Suburbs centric model. The following update details our National League (senior men’s) eligibility criteria.

As I have previously stated Suburbs will not be just another team making up the National League ’numbers’ – we have 
two ambitious goals for our Club:

Goal 1: to develop & grow Eastern Suburbs into one of the most formidable & competitive teams in the National League 
(NL).

Goal 2: to make a di�erence to New Zealand football through our National League eligibility criteria. The following 
outlines how we will achieve this.

Our NL eligibility criteria is an extension of our player pathway strategy – by providing an environment that will allow 
players to achieve their personal footballing goals: progressing onto national & international honours, and securing 
professional footballing contracts and careers.

To deliver to this promise we have made the strategic decision that Eastern Suburbs will provide an environment that 
will:

Enable players to achieve their full potential – not only by helping develop their skills, but of equal importance: helping 
shape & professionalise their attitude and approach – crucial factors for a player to maximise their talents.

Help foster & develop players who are eligible to play for New Zealand at the highest level – representing our country. 
To be eligible for NZ honours a player must be a New Zealand citizen.

So while our National Youth League criteria is Eastern Suburbs centric, the Eastern Suburbs AFC (senior men’s) National 
League criteria is focused on (but not exclusive to) players who are NZ citizens. The makeup of our squad of 23 will be 
comprised of: 18 players holding NZ citizenship & 5 international players. Our international players will not only bring 
their skills and power to Suburbs, but as they will be coming directly to us from the exacting demands of professional 
footballing environments, they understand and ‘live’ the attitude necessary for success.

At this point I would like to reiterate the resourcing of our National League team (to ensure its competitiveness) will not 
be at the expense of our Club’s sustainability, nor will we allow our NL ambitions to de�ect us from our primary focus of 
providing resources that will deliver enriching & enjoyable football experience to all of our valued 2,400 club members.

While NZF are incredibly supportive of our ambitions and goals – I am personally excited at the prospect of seeing 
Eastern Suburbs lads playing for teams like the All Whites and the Phoenix, or hearing they have ‘scored’ a professional 
contract – exciting times ahead!!!

Chris Ru�ell,
Chairman – Eastern Suburbs AFC
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